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Retouch and enhance photos,. Adobe
Premiere Pro CC 2016 - this version
has improved support for all popular
formats such as MPEG, MP4, FLV,
MOV, MKV, AVI, RM, QuickTime,
etc. Adobe After Effects CC 11 now

supports H.264, M-JPEG codecs ,
M2TS, M.2, M4V, WMV, ASF, M3U
and WMX, plus 8 more new effects.
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Adex Studio 11 is a new version of the
program designed for creating three-
dimensional scenes and game plots,
animation, interactive videos and

rendering. The full functionality and
design of the Adex application has
undergone major changes. The new
interface, built on components of

Adobe Flash, allows you to use the
capabilities of this popular technology

much more effectively, eliminating
cross-platform barriers. Audacity Ultra

2.18 is an audio recording and
processing software developed by
AudigyTeam. Users are offered

several tools of different functions:
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audio editor, melody processor, audio
recording from TV tuners and

microphones, playback from network
storages. Flash Professional 11 is a set
of tools that allows you to create high-

quality videos, presentations, Flash
animations and interactive websites.

The program includes the functions of
a full-fledged video editor that allows

you to make titles and transition
effects, has a large number of filters,
tools for sound processing. Creative

Cloud Unlimited is a new cloud-based
operating system designed for the

convenience of working with
multimedia. Provides full access to
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your data, frees you from the need to
keep a lot of programs on your

computer, provides high speed and
maximum security of stored data.

SwiftKey is an application that can be
installed on any computer using

Windows or Mac OS. With it, you can
create various forms for entering text
data, and a special filter allows you to

correctly and quickly fill them out,
taking into account the specifics of the

form. Smart Dialogs Pro 2019 is a
plug-in for Microsoft Office designed
to create complex dialogs. It provides
support for video and audio, input and

editing of complex characters, the
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formation of graphic objects, allows
you to get interesting output results,

and the ability to install any version of
the Microsoft Office suite opens up

creative possibilities
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